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Summary 
 

Valid indicators of the energy status of cows are the body condition, parameters of 
the metabolic profile, hormonal status, and organic components of milk. The energy status of 
cows of the Holstein Friesian breed from four farms was estimated on the grounds of urea, 
protein and fat concentration in milk. Investigations covered 62 samples of milk (11 from 
farm A, 16 from farm B, 15 from farm C, and 20 from farm D). All cows were in the first stage 
of lactation and fed rations recommended for that category of animal. The average fat 
concentration in all milk samples was 23±13g/l, the average protein concentration was 
29±3g/l, while the average urea concentration was 4.6±1.3mmol/l. It could be concluded on 
the basis of the value for the milk fat concentration alone that a decreased milk fat syndrome 
was present. In addition, graphic presentations are given for the relation between urea 
concentration and protein on concentration, as well as protein and fat concentrations in the 
individual milk samples. Such an analysis provided a more detailed picture of the energy 
status of the examined cows.    It was established that cows on farm A had a deficiency of 
energy and protein, and cows on farms B and C a deficiency of energy with a relative 
surplus of proteins. It was established that cows from farm D had a deficiency of energy, and 
there was an equal number of cows with a deficiency and with a relative surplus of proteins. 
The obtained results provide grounds for making recommendations for correcting the feed 
rations and improving the health of the cows. It stems from the obtained results that the 
determination of urea, fat and protein concentrations in milk is a reliable indicator of the 
energy status of cows, that it is rational and financially acceptable for every producer, 
regardless of whether it is implemented in small or large cattle farms. The diagnostic 
procedures used so far have been implemented in a limited form in daily practice because of 
insufficient reliability (evaluation of body condition) or lack of economic feasibility (metabolic 
profile and hormonal status of cows). 
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In the early stages of lactation the energetic balance is negative (NEB - 

negative energy balance). This is the stage when the energy level in the body is 
smaller then the needs of the body. In the firs weeks of lactation the deficiency is 
around 28.9 MJ NEL. The metabolic balance, the difference between the energy 
income and the necessary energy for the milk production is reestablished only 
between the 6-th and 10-th weeks of lactation. Until this time the energy deficiency 
is counter balanced by the mobilization of the body resources, initially the glycogen 
resources then the fat and then the protein. The most important is the mobilization 
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of the store fat, which is the main source of the necessary energy that makes 
possible that the genetic potential of the animal for the milk production in the first 
stage of lactation to be manifested entirely. In the NEB case they are processes 
that are using the fat and those which generate the fat deposit in the fat tissues are 
not present, also the use of fat as the main source of energy increases (12).  
 The process of the fat mobilization which usually begins whit the second – 
12 days post partum it can begun whit the 5-th until the 7-th antepartum, even if the 
cows have a positive energy balance when the energy income is bigger then the 
necessary energy of the body.  In the case of large productions cows may use a 
bigger amount of nutrients that is necessary for the last period of gestation, that’s 
why sometimes they gain weight in the last period of gestation. At the cows that 
have been overweight before the calve (body weight bigger then 4,0) has been 
shown that the mobilization of fat begins before the calve or if begins after it’s very 
high. The early  high mobilization of fat in this period is almost all the time  
connected whit the fat dystrophy of the liver because the cells of the liver can not 
do the right processing of the fat acids and to eliminate the formed triglycerides. In 
the early lactation the presents in the liver of the triglycerides in proportion of 20% 
is considered normal, over this limit it can occur the fat liver [2]. Cows with fat liver 
have a low activity of the immunity system, the calves are exposed to the after birth 
infections. A lot of studies have shown the tight relations between health and 
reproduction problems, also during the lactation period they are problems whit the 
ovary, the absence of the ovulation pour estrus behavior.  The service period is 
extended, in some cases it can be sterility for a long time [3].    
 In the studies made for the milk production increase, the question is:  how 
we can make the body to use its own resources of energy without letting to occur 
the sickness. First of all we have to establish the right energetic status at cows, 
especially when they are in NEB. The real indicators of the right energetic status 
meaning the capacity to accommodate in different stages of productive-
reproductive cycle are: the body weight, metabolic profile parameters, hormonal 
status and the value of milk components. Few weeks before parturition this 
parameters can show pathologic and physiologic disturbances so far using different 
actions we can remove the consequences of the NEB in the first stage of lactation. 
The studies have shown that there is a tight connection between body weight and 
nutrition, milk production, reproductive function and health. Even if the body weight 
score it’s a good parameter for the energetic status at cows is not sufficient in the 
peripartal period, a period with many transformations. As an early parameter for the 
energetic status we can use the metabolic profile meaning the determination of the 
concentration of the most important parameters of the liver function. It is 
recommended to determine the metabolic profile from the blood samples taken 
from the beginnings of the ablactate, at two or three weeks before parturition and 
from the cows already calved [9]. Some of the plasmatic levels of hormones show 
the body adaptation at the NEB. The metabolic changes at the beginning of NEB 
are the consequences of the hormonal status changes at cows witch determine all 
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the mechanism witch increase the high function of the udder and optimal activity of 
the reproductive organs [13]. During the last decade for the monitoring of the 
energetic status at cows more often it’s being used the determination of the milk 
organic components concentration (fat, protein and urea). The application of the 
method it’s really easy and doesn’t stress the animal [10, 11].   
 Urea is made from ammoniac in the liver witch is processed from 
decomposition of albumin by the action of the stomach bacteria. When the process 
is intense the urea formed passes the stomach barrier, the blood concentration of 
the urea increases and because the urea passes really easy the cell membrane will 
also increase the milk concentration. The intensity of this process depends on the 
presence of the proteins and energy in the body. The reduced energy from the 
intake determine the decrease of the stomach bacteria, this means that the 
bacteria can not use the hole amount of ammoniac that occur, the amount of 
ammoniac increases, it re-engross and then arrives in the liver where high level of 
urea are formed. This increases the level of the urea in blood and milk [7]. 
 In the same time decreases the synthesis of bacteria protein from stomach. 
Because of the decrease of protein synthesis their concentration in milk is lower. 
Based on the connection of the protein concentration from milk and urea from milk 
we can evaluate the energetic status of the animals. The concentration of urea 
from milk is lower than 4 mmol/l and the protein concentration is higher then 32,0 
g/l we consider that the animal is being fed properly. Reducing the level of energy 
and changing the type of nutrition when the type of food is changed suddenly, the 
concentration of proteins remains at levels higher than 32.0 g/l and a concentration 
of urea increases more then 4 mmol/l. This happens, more often, in the summer 
when there is I high quantity of albumin in intake but energetic intake is low, can 
determine dangerous metabolic changes. In the case of energy decrease, but whit 
a sufficient quantity of albumin the concentration of urea from milk is between 5 
and 10mmol/l, the concentration of protein is easily under 30 g/l. If the 
concentration of urea from milk is under 4 mmol/l and the protein concentration 
under 32.0 g/l, this shows a decrease of energy and proteins witch determines a 
metabolic change [10]. The energy level of animals can be determined based on 
the presence of fat and urea from milk. In the case of massive mobilization of fat 
the free fat acids from blood increases witch determine the increase of the milk fat 
syntheses and it’s concentration in milk. If the milk proteins concentration is higher 
then 32.0 g/l and the milk fat concentration is lower then 45 g/l, the energy level is 
satisfactory. If the milk fat concentration increases and the milk protein 
concentration decreases it means an energy insufficiency [10].  
 Based on this facts we can affirm that by determining the milk components, 
(urea, whole protein and fat), allow a better knowledge of the energetic status for 
the cows that produce a big amount of milk, it help us to prevent the different type 
of health changes that occur as a result of NEB.  
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Materials and methods 
 

  The searches are made for 4 farms (1 public farm and 3-owned) on 62 
Holstein cows. All the cows are in the early lactation (first 100 days of lactation),the 
samples of milk used for analyze were from the evenings milking. From A farm 
were used 11 samples of milk (n=11), from B 16(n=16).from C15 (n=15), and from 
D 20 (n=20). From D farm samples were taken from the same cows and from the 
morning milking. The average of milk production from this stage of lactation was 18 
l  for the  cows from A farm,17l for cows from B farm,23 C farm cows and for cows 
from D was 16l. In this farms was used a feeding program with type of intake that 
was recommended for that category.     
 The Milkoscan device was used to determine the fat and protein 
concentration from milk and to bring the concentration of urea from milk was used 
the CECIL2001 spectrophotometer using the MUN (milk urea nitrogen) test.
 The SSPS program is used for a statistical processing of the results that 
are shown in charts with the help of  statistical parameters (average values-M, 
standard deviation-SD, standard errors-SE, changes quotient-CV and the changes 
interval-IV).The relevance between the uree concentration and proteins 
concentration, also between proteins and fat concentration in some of the samples 
is graphic presented. 

 

Results and discussions 
 

    In Tabel 1 are presented the average concentrations of fat, protein and 
urea from the milk samples taken from the evenings milking from the entire 4 farm 
from the study.        
 The fat concentration at cows from B and D farms was 16,6+-7,5 and 
10,7+-2,6 g/l. Based  on this results we can say that on this farm  low fat syndrome 
is present. We can sustain this affirmation when the milk fat is lower than 50% the 
optimum level between 12 and 17 g/l [1]. At the other two farms the milk fat 
concentration was 38,9+-7,6 and 33,8+-9.3 g/l, results that were expected at this 
breed. In two of the four farms studied we observed a decrease of the milk fat 
concentration only in some days, often being a consequence of changing in the 
food intake of the animals [4]. This syndrome has a long lasting characteristic and 
for bringing the fat concentration to an optimal level we usually need a long time. 
The mechanism that causes this syndrome can be the excess of the small particles 
in the food intake of the cows that can degrees the hydrogen level of the fat acid in 
the stomach, also the activity of the stomach micro flora being affected. In this way 
the production of simple fat acids is affected that makes a decrease of the relative 
relation between acetate and propryonate from stomach. As a result the level of the 
acetate decreases and also the fat synthesis in milk, because acetate is known to 
be the main forerunner in the fat acids synthesis [5].    
 The complete relations in the intermediary metabolism at cows involve the 
competition between liver and fat tissue and the hormones activity for fat 
production and mobilization. It’s known that the insulin makes the body to use the 
acetates for it metabolic needs. The insulin theory explains the decrease of the fat 
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concentration in milk, high level of insulin in the systemic circulation stimulates to 
use the forerunners of the fat synthesis (acetates) in the fat tissue. The low fat 
syndrome determined a reduction in the reproduction function and other health 
problems. Evaluating the final results of the milk production and the fat 
concentration we need to consider the fact that cows with big production of milk are 
exposed to this kind of disturbance.      
 The protein concentration from the cows studied didn’t show a sizable 
variation between the cows from different farms and was 26,9+-3,1 g/l at B farm 
and 30.5+-1.7g/l at C farm ,this concentration of proteins are under the acceptable 
level for the Holstei cows. The urea concentration was 3,06+-1,53mmol/lat C farm 
and 5.06+-1.71 at B farm, being congruent whit the expectation for this bread of 
cows (8). 
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The results obtained are graphic presented. The relation between the urea 
and protein concentration from milk from the A farm is presented in graphic one, B 
farm in graphic two, C farm in graphic three and D farm in graphic four. In graphic 
five is presented de relation from urea and protein concentration from milk from all 
the farms. The relation between the fat and protein concentration from milk is 
shown in graphic six (A farm), graphic seven (for B). graphic eight (for C), graphic 
nine (for D farm). The relation between the fat and protein concentration for all the 
farms is presented in graphic ten.       
 In graphic 1 we can observed that all the points are mostly in the lover 
square at the left side, witch shows that there is a big deficiency in obtaining the 
energy and proteins witch can be caused by the energetic and protein deficiency or 
the animals are sick and they don’t use enough food. In the first stage of lactation if 
the intake has a proportional deficiency it may cause a marked negative energetic 
balance at the beginning of lactation and decreases the productive capacity of the 
cows from A farm.       
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In graphic 2 and 3 we observed that the majority of the points are in the 
lower square on the right side, meaning that there is an energy deficiency and the 
relative presents of the proteins in the intake of the cows. This results is showed by 
the bigger concentration of the urea from milk from the B farm (5,06+-1.71mmol/l). 
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Thru the analyses of the results of the relations between urea and protein 

concentration in graphic four we observed that 75 % of from D farm have a 
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energetic deficiency and a relative presents of proteins in food intake (points are in 
the lower square right side).        
 In the second chart is sown the urea concentration from milk taken from 
the morning and evening milking from cows from D farm. 

 

 
 
The period of time between the intake in the evening and the one from the 

morning is bigger than the one between mornings and afternoons that’s why during 
the night the energy deficiency reaches the culmination, that affects the milk 
composition, too. That’s how we can explain the bigger composition of urea (0,05) 
in the morning milk comparing whit the milk from the afternoon. The energy 
deficiency from the intake makes the decrease for the stomach bacteria activity, not 
being able to use the whole ammoniac obtained through the proteins degradation 
in synthesis of its own proteins. That makes the quantity of ammoniac from 
stomach to increase, reabsorbed and arrived in the liver where it forms a high 
quantity of urea that makes an increase of urea concentration in milk. In the same 
time the synthesis of bacteria proteins in stomach decreases lowering the 
possibility of protein synthesis, deducting their concentration in milk, too [7]. For the 
right evaluation of the energetic status based on urea and protein concentration 
from milk it can be used, in some cases samples of ml=ilk from morning and 
evening.          
 All the results respecting the relation between urea and protein 
concentration from milk from all the farms (Graph 5) shows that all pointes are in 
the lower square on the right and o the left side meaning that all cows have 
energetic deficiency and enough or lower proteins.    
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   From graphics 6, 7, 8, 9, we observed that the majority of points are in the 
lower square on the left side that means a hard energetic deficiency, fact that is 
shown by graphic 10 and two where is the summary of samples from all four farms 
were the majority of pointes are in the lower square on the left side.  
 The presented concentrations of fat, proteins, and urea from milk are 
relative indicators of the energetic status at cows in the early stage of lactation. 
Based on the results, recommendations can be made to abolish the changes in at 
the energetic status at cows. In the studied we that the cows have an energetic 
deficiency, we can recommend to the farm owners to adjust the intake by adding 
energetic principals to the intake. All the cows being in the first stage of lactation 
when there is a negative energetic balance we considered that the cows are not 
properly prepared for the upcoming lactation. Cows from A farm had protein 
deficiency, added to the energetic inefficiency. This is a result of the poorly 
energetic and protein composition of the food intake and it can be caused by some 
heath problems, the animals not using the necessary quantity of food that leads to 
NEB. Determining by the urea concentration from the morning and evening milking 
it has been demonstrated that the energy deficiency witch is expressed more 
during the night it has as consequences a higher concentration in the morning milk 
comparing whit the one from the evening.  

 
Conclusions 

 
The diagnostic methods used until today have a limited practical 

applications because of the high costs and unnocurancy of the methods. The 
method for determination of urea, fat from milk and the determination of energetic 
status is a rational method for the diagnostic of the changes in the energetic status 
at cows, financially accepted by the farmers and it can by used for a small or a big 
farm. For this determination is sufficient to use only the milk from the morning 
milking. In some cases is necessary to do the determination from both, morning 
and evening. 
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